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INTRODUCTION
Much has been said over the years about how many, or how few, business
concepts and economic principles should be incorporated into the business language classroom. In fact, “Business and the Language Curriculum” is often
one of the key topics discussed at conferences and in journals.1 In view of
current developments integrating more business content and economics principles into the business language curriculum, I propose to demonstrate in this
article three methods used for teaching the basic tools of economic analysis,
namely, supply and demand and competitive equilibrium price and quantity.
The supply and demand model is the centerpiece of any introductory microeconomics course (Holt, “Classroom Games”) usually presented in the first
few pages of every first-year microeconomics textbook.2 It is also explained in
first-year business textbooks and applied to the teaching of human resources,
operations, services management, marketing, and other functional areas.3 A
good example of how this practice can be utilized in order to (illegitimately)
maximize profits is illustrated in the following summary:
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Enron is no doubt destined to figure in dozens of case studies on such themes
as fraudulent financial practices, corrupt corporate strategy and lawless
leadership. The Enron story also throws light on some of the basics of the
capitalistic free-enterprise system—namely, supply, demand and freedom
of choice. . . . Enron managers exploited the relationships between supply
and demand to an almost unprecedented degree in their quest for riches
beyond legitimate profit. (Griffin, Ebert, and Starke 35)
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For example, the annual CIBER conference, Global Business Languages, Journal of
Language for International Business and Lessons from the MBA Classroom, Business
Concepts and Pedagogy for Foreign Language Professionals (workshops sponsored
by OSU CIBER).
2 Cf. Eaton et al. 10 ff.; Mankiw et al.
3 Cf. Griffin et al. 18 ff.; Althouse et al. 18–24; Boone et al. 629–36.
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It is appropriate, if not necessary, to include the cornerstone of economic
theory in the business language curriculum.
This can be accomplished in a variety of ways, even if modified somewhat
to reach the uninitiated and nonbusiness majors. For instance, low-intermediate Business French students watch video clips selected from a series of four
videos entitled Econo mixte produced by the National Film Board of Canada.
For intermediate students, experimental economics methods can be used for
classroom trading games. Both of these activities are carried out in French
at all times. The third is an online market experiment for advanced Business
French students who must participate and converse entirely in French even
though the configuration set-up and treatment are conducted completely in
English. The next three sections will explain each of these activities in more
detail, along with ideas for classroom discussion and suggestions for follow-up
activities. The final section will demonstrate the linguistic, communicative,
and professional objectives met using these methods.
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Much of second language acquisition theory resides in the importance of the
receptive skills in the acquisition process and the ability to produce language
based on comprehensible input, i.e., listening comprehension and reading
(Krashen et al.; Lafford; Gass). The importance of developing these two
skills, which constitute 60 percent of communicative interaction (Rivers),
cannot be overstated. Videos and video excerpts for language instruction are
one of the main sources of authentic audio input for developing the listening
skill. Research also claims that the “listening skill is the most important one
to acquire since it provides the valuable comprehensible input needed for
language acquisition and the development of the receptive (but active) reading skill and the productive skills of speaking and writing” (Lafford 280). In
addition, the visual input of video use also plays an important role in aiding
overall comprehension. Language students attempt to infer meaning based
on visual clues and clarify message comprehensibility by replaying the video
as often as necessary. Comprehension is checked by means of application
activities. The capacity to negotiate for meaning extends the students’ cognitive associations to connect several related items together (Lafford), thereby
facilitating the production of comprehensible answers in the second language
(L2), and is an important benefit of the effective use of videos in the foreign
language lab.
As part of the language program, Business French courses are set up to
include a weekly one-hour lab carried out in the Multimedia Center for which
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students earn 10 percent of their final grade. These labs are on a self-serve
basis and usually consist of audio or video material that students listen to or
watch without the aid of transcripts. As previously stated, I use the Econo
mixte series of four videocassettes. Volume 1 is divided into two parts entitled
Les Besoins et les Échanges and Le Marché. It is from this second part that I
have selected three segments that deal specifically with goods and services,
buyers and sellers, supply and demand, and establishing the market price.
Students learn that the market price translates into the equilibrium between
supply and demand, thus creating a situation that favors the greatest number
of mutually beneficial transactions. The students watch these excerpts over
a period of three weeks.
Assignments, in the form of online worksheets, accompany each video
excerpt and require students to answer questions and define certain key
terms using the target language. This allows students to practice their writing
skills while testing for comprehension of vocabulary and content. Although
the emphasis is on comprehension, close attention is paid to spelling and
grammar errors in the students’ written responses and the grade is adjusted
accordingly. Fortunately for the students, our Multimedia Center has installed
correction software for French called Antidote.4 By opening a Word document
in Antidote, most spelling and grammar mistakes are easily corrected before
submitting the assignment. However, if the student chooses to complete the
assignment by accessing the material from a computer outside the Multimedia
Center, there is a good chance that there will be far more mistakes, resulting
in a lower grade.
In order to set up the weekly assignments, I place each media file alongside
its accompanying Word file in a separate folder of the course folder appearing on the university server. In the Multimedia Center, students access these
folders from the desktop. Almost all students work directly on the computer
without having to print copies of these assignments. They open the video file
and the worksheet in two separate screens on the desktop, watch the videos,
and type answers to the questions at the same time. They then save the file to
their personal space on the university’s server and email a copy to me. Once
I receive the student’s email, I open the attachment, correct the document on
my computer, save the student’s assignment to the course file on my computer,
and return the corrected assignment via email. This system works beautifully.
Student feedback has indicated complete satisfaction.
Recently, I wanted the assigned video excerpts to serve as stimuli for
oral communication as well. To that end, I decided to add open-ended
4

For more information about this software, refer to http://www.druide.com.
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comprehension questions seeking to develop the students’ analytical and associative cognitive skills. These questions dealt with the economic concepts
of supply and demand, market price, monopoly, and oligopoly theory. To
encourage the students to supply more spontaneous communicative output,
they were asked to watch the video then use the recording device5 on the
computers to record answers to questions. The file was saved as a WAV file
and emailed to me so that I could assign a grade for overall comprehension
and analysis of the concept. Many of the students followed these directions,
although some still preferred to prepare a written answer and simply read it
into the recorder. Due to the nature of a self-serve lab, there is no control over
how the activity is carried out. In the future, students may be required to do
the recordings during classes held in the Multimedia Center in the presence
of the instructor.
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CLASSROOM GAMES FOR ECONOMICS
Classroom games or role plays for teaching supply and demand theory are
carried out in the classroom with intermediate level Business French students.
I first encountered this type of activity in a book on role plays for teaching
economics. Not being a field specialist, I was intrigued by statements such
as “students often have difficulty in accepting the concept of a price fixed by
market force. [. . .] Consequently, even though it may be accepted that the market price equates supply and demand and clears the market, the conclusion is
likely to be drawn that the model is an intellectual exercise with no application
outside the classroom. Thus, a foundation has been laid for a misunderstanding
of, and a resistance to, elementary micro-economics” (Joseph 69). A recurring
theme of further research6 was that economic concepts are taught at such a
level of abstraction that students view these concepts as irrelevant or not very
useful to understanding real-world phenomena (Holt, “Classroom Games”;
Ruffle). Classroom experiments have been adopted by experimentalists and
nonexperimentalists alike, who have implemented simulations and role plays
to demonstrate fundamental economic concepts.
The experimental role play used here is based on an article by Myron
Joseph, but there are several compilations of classroom exercises available
designed to illustrate elementary economic principles through experiments
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The students use the software Audacity on the PCs in our Multimedia Center.
It is not the intention of this article to review the many studies of market
experiments that have tested the competitive model using simple but effective trading
institutions.
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(Bergstrom and Miller; Holt;7 Delemeester and Brauer; Cox and Swarthout).
In Joseph’s treatment of pricing in a perfectly competitive market, there is no
preparatory work required of the class, meaning that both business students
and nonbusiness students could begin playing with very limited knowledge.
This is an effective way of introducing the model, because students are put in
a situation that resembles trading on the floor of commodities markets.
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Setting Up the Market
A few preparations are required of the instructor before entering the classroom
to conduct a market experiment. Two sets of cards with buy and sell instructions need to be prepared by the instructor, and copies made of the general
instructions found in the Appendix. Although I use two different colored sets
of index cards in order to distinguish between buyers and sellers, the instructor can use a deck of playing cards, designating the black cards as the sellers
and the red cards as the buyers, as suggested by Holt (“Classroom Games”).
It has also been suggested to have them professionally made and laminated
to prevent students from bending or marking them (Ruffle).
For this market experiment, the instructions are based on demand and
supply functions that intersect at the equilibrium price of $1.80 per bushel.
Table 1 gives the distribution of buy and sell instructions from which we can
deduce that at the equilibrium price, 24 transactions are possible and 8 buyers
and 8 sellers are excluded from the market (Joseph). The entries indicate the
number of cards to include in the set for each specified value. The buyer’s
instruction cards contain an order to buy 1000 bushels of wheat at not more
than the price specified on the card. The seller is told to sell 1000 bushels of
wheat at not less that the specified price.
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With a group of between 20 and 30 students, it takes about 40 minutes
to an hour to read the instructions, clarify any misunderstandings and run
through the trading period. The instructor will need at least one assistant,
preferably two. In the past, I have asked a French exchange student studying
economics or the French Assistante to help. However, if neither of these is
available, the instructor could ask for volunteers from the class, especially if
there is an odd number of students present. Once the game has started, the
assistant is responsible for distributing the buy and sell instructions when
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a transaction has been concluded and cards returned in exchange for new
instructions. The instructor is responsible for recording on the blackboard
the prices at which transactions occur.
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Procedure
Before the students arrive, create a large open space in the middle of the classroom and set up a transaction desk at the front of the room near the board. I
was fortunate to have a classroom in the School of Business and Economics
that had a U-shaped configuration for holding case study classes. Begin by
dividing the class into an equal number of buyers and sellers and pass out
the instruction sheet. Because the instructions and instruction cards are in
French and the whole class experiment is conducted in French, it is preferable
to carry out this activity with intermediate Business French students. After
the students have read the instructions, the instructor reads them aloud and
answers any questions. It is important to emphasize that students are free to
negotiate with whomever they like from the opposite side of the market, but
that since they are acting as brokers (courtiers), they must take into account
the nature of this relationship and act in the best interest of their client, all
the while taking into account the prices recorded on the blackboard. Some
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students will receive instructions that cannot be met at the market price.
In order to prevent cheating and allow players to remain in the market, the
instructions let students exchange an order for a new one if no transaction is
possible within ten minutes.
When ready to begin, the instructor and the assistant distribute the cards
and the participants are called to the trading area in the middle of the room
to begin negotiations. Once a buyer and seller agree upon a price, they report
their agreed-upon price to the instructor who records it on the board, then
turn in their respective cards at the transaction desk in order to receive new
instructions. They return to the trading floor and negotiate accordingly.
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Reaching Competitive Equilibrium
I have conducted this role play with several groups of students with varying
success. If price convergence to the competitive equilibrium happens very
quickly, one may wish to try a different treatment by changing the parameters.
For example a price ceiling or floor could be imposed. Or a change in the
equilibrium price could result from the effects of a supply shift when a tax
to be paid by the sellers is introduced. The instructor may wish to announce
a change in supply and demand, thus causing a shift in the equilibrium
price by explaining that it is the result of the introduction of a tax. Joseph
suggests having a further set of buy and sell instructions based on a shift in
the supply or demand functions. This set of color-coded cards is introduced
at an appropriate stage of the game, while withdrawing one or both sets of
original cards.
However, it has been my experience that the opposite usually happens
and the session does not converge to the equilibrium price. There are several
possible explanations. First of all, the price dynamics of every experiment
are unique. If the prices appear stuck outside the range of the competitive
equilibrium, it may require a price shock, such as those mentioned in the
previous paragraph, for the prices to enter and converge in a new range. The
reluctance to converge may also be due to the negotiating ability of one side
of the market, usually the buyers’ negotiating strength (Ruffle). It may also
be related to the fact that the sessions are held in French and all negotiations
and transactions must be carried out in French. Those with stronger linguistic
skills may have an advantage, though it is to be hoped that students at ease
in the second language will find themselves equally distributed on both sides
of the market. For Business Spanish, Holt (“Classroom Games”) had the
auction instructions translated into Spanish using a “heavy-handed” supply
and demand design that converges quickly. From the perspective of second
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language learning, the instructor may find it difficult to verify and ensure the
use of L2 at all times, particularly when busy recording prices on the board.
If assistants are available for these tasks, then the instructor should mingle
on the trading floor to ensure that students are using the target language and
are following instructions.
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Classroom Discussion
If possible, try to limit the trading session so that about fifteen minutes are
left for discussion of the main results. An effective approach is to show the
data then ask leading questions to elicit what happened and why. Listing the
values of the buyers’ and sellers’ cards on the board without ranking them is
a good way to begin the discussion. When asked why the prices converged
to a certain level, students will often come up with theories based on averaging values or the price at which total profits are maximized. Nevertheless,
by asking questions such as who would be willing to trade more bushels at
a price of $1.60 (sellers), whether the excess buyers would tend to raise or
lower the price from $1.60 (raise), and how high the price would go before
eliminating the excess buyers, one hopes to lead students toward the concept
of equilibrium, which is that the price must be one that balances the quantities
demanded and supplied. Students may be surprised to realize that competitive
forces move prices toward the competitive price.
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ONLINE TRADING EXPERIMENT
The final activity for teaching supply and demand for an advanced Business French course uses online double auction experiment software that
can be found at the EconPort site (http://www.econport.org/econport/
request?page=web_home).8 For those not familiar with auctions, trading
games, and teaching with experiments, EconPort provides a wealth of information to accompany the computerized and noncomputerized experiments. The
introduction explains that EconPort is an economics digital library specializing
in content that emphasizes the use of experiments in teaching and research.
Content includes teaching modules, a handbook of microeconomics closely
tied to experiments, a glossary of economics terms, and an extensive collection of educational material, as well as software for running experiments.
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8 Online experimental software can also be found at the University of Iowa (http://
www.biz.uiowa.edu/iem/index.html), the California Institute of Technology (http://
eeps.caltech.edu/) and the University of Arizona (http://www.econlab.arizona.edu/),
among others.
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Teaching modules include substantive coverage of a variety of topics that
are central to economics courses, instructions and guidance for professors
who plan to use these experiments in class, suggested parameterizations for
experiments, and graphical data presentation facilities.
It was noted previously that students often found economic concepts and
models too abstract or irrelevant when applied to the real world.
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are central to economics courses, instructions and guidance for professors
who plan to use these experiments in class, suggested parameterizations for
experiments, and graphical data presentation facilities.
It was noted previously that students often found economic concepts and
models too abstract or irrelevant when applied to the real world.

Students sometimes doubt the textbook presentation of the supply or demand model, or simply memorize that equilibrium occurs whenever two
lines intersect one another. Moreover, when the emphasis is on theory and
graphs, students may easily lose track of the fact that the supply and demand
model should be able to predict how prices and quantities actually react to
changing market conditions. By participating in this market game as buyers
and sellers, students observe that the competitive outcome is quite robust,
and that market outcomes frequently track the equilibrium prediction even
when demand or supply is changing. (EconPort)
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In other words, participating in auctions and commodity trading helps students
keep in mind that the supply and demand model should be able to predict
changing market conditions. In addition, the experiment allows students to
observe how well markets can react to changing supply and/or demand conditions. The model finds further useful application in marketing, operations,
human resources, and other functional areas of business organization.
The Competitive Equilibrium Module is a computerized market experiment9 of a double auction that can be conducted during one 75-minute class.
The students need about 15 minutes to read the experiment instructions online
before starting. Conducting the computerized experiment takes about 25
minutes and the discussion can be completed in about 25 minutes. To summarize, “students participate as buyers and sellers in a competitive market
[thus getting] a first-hand glimpse of the invisible hand, and how a market
made up of buyers and sellers acting to maximize their own profits can generate competitive outcomes” (EconPort).
By following the instructions on the website, the instructor chooses an
experiment from the MarketLink configurations and starts the server before
the students arrive in the Multimedia Center. For a fourth-term Business
French class, I use the “competitive equilibrium DA” experiment. To begin,
each student goes to the EconPort website, clicks on Join an Experiment,
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This experiment was conducted with software hosted on the EconPort digital library
(Cox and Swarthout).
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logs on using the instructor’s email address, and proceeds to read the market
experiment instructions online. Students learn that they will be assigned
the role of a buyer or a seller, although they do not know which until the
session has started. The instructions explain how sellers and buyers make
profit based on costs and values. Thus a seller earns money by selling a unit
at prices that are above their costs (Profit = Selling Price – Cost of Unit) and
a buyer earns money by purchasing units at prices below their values (Profit
= Value of Unit – Purchase Price). How trading occurs and where buyers
and sellers make decisions on certain areas of the screen are also explained.
Figure 1 shows the default market setup for 14 two-minute trading periods
with 10 seconds between each period for review. Today, the commodity we
are buying is a “widget.”
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Figure 1. MarketLink Default Setup. EconPort website.
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Next, the instructor clicks on Start Session, the students click on Join Experiment, type in a user name, click Connect, and begin posting offers. The
computer will keep track of cumulative profit, the current trading period, and
the time remaining in the current trading period. Buyers submit a bid, which is
a request to buy a unit at a specified price, and sellers submit an ask, which is
a request to sell a unit at the specified price. These are displayed in “queues”
on the activity screen. Once trading has finished, the instructor can view the
results of market activity, including period summary tables of every bid, ask,
and trade made during each period (period summary tables are several pages
long), plus subject information (Figure 2) and market history (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Subject Info: Students enrolled in FR242 Business French III
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Figure 3. Market History—A comparison between periods 2 and 6
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Errors
As Figure 3 illustrates, students were able to reach price equilibrium of $64.00
by Period 6. On the other hand, in Period 2, price dispersion accounts for
failure to reach equilibrium after two minutes of trading. This was probably
related somewhat to the conceptual error of trying to keep the meanings of
bid (offre) and ask (demande) straight during the first few periods. It is a good
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idea if the instructor circulates to check for errors and assist students. Once
students realize they are making negative amounts of profit, they soon adjust
their bids and asks accordingly. In his experiment, Gregory Lypny also noted
that another common mistake of offer errors was to post offers that lay outside
the current bid-ask range, i.e., a bid too low or an ask too high. MarketLink
blocks these transaction requests by displaying an error message to allow
students to correct their mistakes. In most cases, an error was immediately
followed by another transaction request by the same student who wanted to
get it right. The decline in errors over time and periods attests to the fact that
students learn from their mistakes and correct them. The enthusiasm was
tangible as was the satisfaction when a successful trade occurred.
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Class Discussion and Further Lectures
Discussion questions can be used as follow-up, but students may also make
observations from the data collected. By clicking on Results, the instructor
displays the summary graphs and tables and asks students to analyze the activity. For example, students will note that prices converged to the equilibrium
price but they must also analyze why this happened and hopefully discover
the supply and demand model on their own. Underlying assumptions of the
perfect competition model include a large number of producers and consumers, the absence of government intervention, and full information (Holt,
“Classroom Games”; Ruffle). The relevance of each of these can be discussed
in relation to the experiment. How many participated in the experiment? What
constitutes a “large number” of producers and consumers? Did the students
have full information about costs and values?
Analyzing the Experiment Summary Table for Periods 1 to 7 (Figure 4),
students observe hesitation and uncertainty in Period 1, where only 31 bids
and 29 asks were made for a total of 28 contracts compared with 82 bids
and 83 asks for a total of 47 contracts in Period 7. Some students figured
out during the session that the most profitable trades often occur first so that
“after the high-value buyers and low-cost sellers are out of the picture, the
final haggling is typically among those with a smaller potential surplus and
those who will find it impossible to trade” (Holt, “Classroom Games” 199).
And this is exactly what the students experienced. If we check the data from
the Period 7 Summary Table, we find that out of 47 trades concluded in
the two-minute trading session, only four students were able to close deals
during the last 30 seconds. Earnings (or lack of) can be connected to profitmaximization and are shown as market efficiency in Figure 4. As students
gain in experience and knowledge, they learn that trading in a market that
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Figure 4: Experiment Summary Table, Periods 1–7.

Figure 4: Experiment Summary Table, Periods 1–7.

provides lots of information about current bids, asks, and transactions is likely
to be more efficient. They should now be convinced that “competitive forces
along with the profit-maximization motive funneled prices to the competitive
level” (Ruffle 132).
To provide further analyses of these results, the lecture section of EconPort’s Competitive Equilibrium Teaching Module presents a series of questions that students may be asked, with suggestions for summarizing their
answers and leading them through the material associated with a competitive
market.
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Suggestions for Follow-up Online Experiments
Econport recommends setting up the experiment for seven rounds under the
initial setup, implementing a demand shift (somewhat like the shift proposed
in the classroom trading game) after round 7, and then conducting 7 more
rounds under the new conditions. Students have more faith in the competitive
model when they see how it tracks a changing equilibrium price. Figure 5
shows some of the other factors that may be selected to induce shifts: fiscal
policy, price control policy, and externality effect.
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OBJECTIVES FOR THE BUSINESS LANGUAGE CLASSROOM
Video excerpts, classroom trading games, and online market experiments
contribute to linguistic, communicative, and professional teaching goals for
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Figure 5: MarketLink Setup: Government Intervention
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business languages. At first glance, this may not seem possible with the online experiment conducted completely in English. However, Business French
students are required to communicate at all times in French whether in the
classroom or Multimedia Center, which is why I run market experiments with
more advanced language students. They are encouraged to rise to the challenge
when asked to summarize instructions before joining an experiment, resolve
errors, complete transactions during the experiment, and provide conceptual
analyses in L2 once the experiment has terminated and data collected. The
instructor may find it useful to introduce key vocabulary and concepts in
the target language before starting, and guide the activity linguistically and
conceptually during the experiment and follow-up discussion. At this level,
the goals of the students are to acquire vast amounts of new vocabulary and
review certain grammatical structures (Lafford).
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Linguistic Objectives
Video excerpts develop listening (and reading) comprehension skills, as the
excerpts may be repeated (and usually are) several times. For example, students may hear prices or observe them visually on the screen. Subsequently,
they practice numbers and prices orally and in written form, the latter reinforcing the fact that French uses commas instead of decimal points before
the cents and the dollar or euro symbol comes after the numbers. Classroom
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games and role plays also develop listening and reading comprehension and
speaking skills. Online experiments expand oral skills through discussion of
the activity and conceptual analyses. All activities introduce new vocabulary.
Table 2 gives some examples of vocabulary and syntactic structures typically
used by students during these activities.

games and role plays also develop listening and reading comprehension and
speaking skills. Online experiments expand oral skills through discussion of
the activity and conceptual analyses. All activities introduce new vocabulary.
Table 2 gives some examples of vocabulary and syntactic structures typically
used by students during these activities.
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LINGUISTIC OBJECTIVES

TABLE 2
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Linguistic
Goals
Lexicon

Hypotheses

Video clips

Classroom games
and role plays

Online market
experiment

• un bien, un
service
• l’offre et la
demande
• L’offre
répond à la
demande.
• une vente
aux enchères

• 1,80$
• un marché
parfaitement
concurrenciel
• acheteur/vendeur/courtier
• le prix du
marché

• équilibre
compétitif
• faire une offre/
une enchère
• faire une
demande
• maximisation
du profit

• S’il y a trop
de vendeurs
pour un marché qui ne suit
pas, plusieurs
vendeurs
cesseront d’en
produire.

• Qui voudrait
acheter plus de
boisseaux de
blé à 5,00$?
• Combien de
transactions
les vendeurs
auraient-ils
conclues si le
prix avait été
fixé à 1,60$?

• Que se passerait-il si vous
demandiez un
prix plus bas/si
vous offriez un
prix plus haut?
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Video clips

Classroom games
and role plays

Online market
experiment

• Pour payer
toutes les
dépenses,
les vendeurs
réclament un
prix qui leur
assure des
revenus plus
élevés que
le coût de la
production.

• Je ne paie pas
plus de 2,00$.
• Il faut représenter votre
client le mieux
possible.

• Les échanges les plus
rentables sont
les premiers.
• C’est une question d’équilibre
entre l’offre
et la demande
pour que le
prix du marché
favorise le plus
grand nombre
d’échanges.

Structures expressing need
or obligation +
infinitive

• Il est indispensable
d’équilibrer
l’offre et la
demande.

• Il est important de
négocier dans
les meilleurs
intérêts de
votre client.

• La prochaine
fois, il faut faire une demande
plus haute.

Structures expressing need
or obligation +
subjunctive

• Il est nécessaire que les
acheteurs et
les vendeurs
s’entendent
sur la valeur
d’un bien ou
d’un service.

• Il faut que
• Il est nécesvous trouviez
saire que vous
un acheteur qui
regardiez les
achètera à un
prix qui défiprix plus élevé.
lent sur l’écran.

Comparative
and superlative
structures
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Communicative Objectives
The use of video excerpts provides input for written production, but may
also be adapted to include less structured spoken output in the form of oral
recordings of explanations and definitions of key concepts. Communicative
interaction is extended to the trading floor in classroom auctions that are
carried out entirely in French and to more in-depth discussions after both
the role play and market experiment have terminated. The important goal at
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Communicative Objectives
The use of video excerpts provides input for written production, but may
also be adapted to include less structured spoken output in the form of oral
recordings of explanations and definitions of key concepts. Communicative
interaction is extended to the trading floor in classroom auctions that are
carried out entirely in French and to more in-depth discussions after both
the role play and market experiment have terminated. The important goal at
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these levels is for students to assimilate the material’s content and be able
to express the significance of this content for their own intellectual growth
and understanding of the target language. Students sense that they are not
only improving their linguistic skills, but are also expanding their perceptive
knowledge and understanding of the material.

these levels is for students to assimilate the material’s content and be able
to express the significance of this content for their own intellectual growth
and understanding of the target language. Students sense that they are not
only improving their linguistic skills, but are also expanding their perceptive
knowledge and understanding of the material.

Professional Objectives
Professional goals are met when students demonstrate conceptual comprehension, particularly how double auctions and commodity trading function.
Following the classroom game or online market experiment, various activities
encourage students to orally transfer the main ideas and concepts by explaining what happened during trading, analyzing the data to find the competitive
equilibrium price, explaining how buyers and sellers gain profit, and by understanding that market price is fixed through competitive trading. Alternatively,
the explanations and analyses could be assigned as a written task.
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equilibrium price, explaining how buyers and sellers gain profit, and by understanding that market price is fixed through competitive trading. Alternatively,
the explanations and analyses could be assigned as a written task.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Economic principles and business concepts may be easier to grasp and less
abstract for the business language student if the right approach is adopted. In
this case, video excerpts, a classroom game, and an online market experiment
are all used to teach the supply and demand model and promote understanding
of the competitive equilibrium price. Each of these tasks, accompanied by
application activities, also contributes to various linguistic, communicative,
and professional goals set for teaching business languages. Discussions about
concepts and theories that engage the students’ intellectual curiosity encourage them to acquire L2 by using it in communicative situations in which they
focus on ideas, not form. In this way, students acquire vocabulary and content
through activities that serve as stimuli for oral communication, while developing analytical and associative cognitive skills that will aid comprehension
of future listening and reading tasks.
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this case, video excerpts, a classroom game, and an online market experiment
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of the competitive equilibrium price. Each of these tasks, accompanied by
application activities, also contributes to various linguistic, communicative,
and professional goals set for teaching business languages. Discussions about
concepts and theories that engage the students’ intellectual curiosity encourage them to acquire L2 by using it in communicative situations in which they
focus on ideas, not form. In this way, students acquire vocabulary and content
through activities that serve as stimuli for oral communication, while developing analytical and associative cognitive skills that will aid comprehension
of future listening and reading tasks.
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Vous allez participer dans l’opération d’un marché de denrées. Vous recevrez
une commande d’acheter ou de vendre 1000 boisseaux de blé sous certaines
conditions. En général, vous ne devriez pas révéler vos instructions à aucun
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autre courtier, à moins d’avoir une raison particulière de le faire. Vous devriez vous considérer comme courtier, travaillant au nom d’un client qui
vous a donné des instructions spécifiques. Vous êtes obligés de négocier de
votre mieux pour votre client, et vous n’êtes pas autorisés de changer les
instructions.
Quand le marché s’ouvrira (le prof vous fera signe), vous commencerez
à négocier selon vos consignes. Les acheteurs seront identifiables par une
carte rose d’instructions et les vendeurs par une carte bleue. Une transaction
sera terminée lorsqu’un acheteur seul et un vendeur seul se mettent d’accord
sur les conditions de vente. Aussitôt que vous aurez terminé une transaction,
rapportez-la au prof pour qu’il puisse en prendre note et transmettre le prix à
tout le monde. Aussitôt que la transaction sera annoncée, vous rendrez votre
commande d’achat ou de vente à l’autre prof et vous recevrez de nouvelles
instructions. Immédiatement vous continuerez à négocier et à terminer une
nouvelle transaction selon votre nouvelle commande. S’il n’est pas possible
d’effectuer une transaction au bout de 10 minutes, vous pouvez obtenir de
nouvelles instructions de votre prof. (Translated from Joseph 71)
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